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About This Content

The Red Solstice Soundtrack is the official soundtrack which includes a collection of 18 tracks from the game. Music composed
by Bianca Ban features a range of styles; from dark atmospheric, epic hybrid music to industrial metal combined with orchestral

arrangements.

1. Horrors of Mars
2. Violent Storm

3. Red Fog
4. Ready for battle

5. On The Hunt
6. Facing The Beast

7. Calm before the storm
8. Battle for survival

9. Insurgency
10. A Hero Stands, a Hero Falls

11. Rising Tide
12. Fallen ones

13. Lost Generation
14. Hope Against Hope

15. Solar
16. On the Run

17. Eye of the Storm
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18. Final Escape
19. The Red Solstice Theme

Soundtrack is located inside
Root:\Programs\Steam\SteamApps\common\TheRedSolstice\The Red Solstice Soundtrack
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the red solstice soundtrack

Thanks for reminding me why I love video games :,). A very decent drawing software, and it can be amazing if you take the
time to learn how to make brushes, that's Black Ink strongest point.
In the other hand, it's still in development, so right now there's some features you could miss from other packages. I highly
recommend Black Ink to anyone who wants to try something new and is willing to learn how to create brushes.. I was kinda
dreading starting this game. I got in in a bundle with the Secret Files series, which turned out to be quite underwhelming, and I
didn't want to go through the same thing. But I was (thankfully) so wrong!

The story centers around Fenton Paddock, our protagonist. With a name fit for a rascal, he appears quite flippant but not in an
offensive way due to his copious amount of boyish charm. The rest of the cast is also interesting, each with a rich backstory and
distinct motivations. And the voice acting is spot on!

But the great beauty of this game is the sense of adventure it exudes. The progression of the story makes so much sense and the
places you go (or end up) are diverse, beautifully crafted and presented, with an almost magical allure; from the Governor's
mansion in Hong Kong, to the Himalayas and the streets of Marrakech. The various maps of each area are a nice touch, adding
to the game's adventurous nature.

Playing this game has been an absolute delight!

\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b1
Whole-heartedly recommended!. One of the best zombie survival\/base management game with (half as*ed but still)
multiplayer,
countless hours of p*ssing off RP communities, stealing supplies, making friends, basing with them, but there's a big downside
to all of it, the developers reaaaally take their time with developing this game, it's been in development since like 10 years (less
or more) and CARS and A PROPER COMBAT SYSTEM (which is, one would think, an important factor in ZOMBIE
SURVIVAL games? go figure) still are not in game (cars are but they're half as*ed too), and yet i think what we're all waiting
for is (go figure) some LIFE maybe? the game has no NPCs, no WILDLIFE, just you and zombies, pretty sad for a game about
survival isn't it? you'd figure maybe you'd find some other survivors, the game even tips you to look for them by making fake
gunshot sounds and helicopter flying over events etc, but no it's just a decoy to keep you playing a bit longer before they take
another 5 years to release a small game feature that should have been there in the first place, but well, the game is still really
good, can't wait till 2030 to play a full release of it!. The Curse of Yendor is a classic dungeon crawling RPG.

Fun Game to play. you can pick from warrors. mage, Thief classes. this game is very much like a NetHack in someways but
more newer kind of game.

Cant go wrong 3 pounds for a game which is so much fun.. No controls work for me. I can't create objects and can't even close
the menu. The only thing that works is teleporting.

When the controls do work, others have said they are horrible.

I tried the community hub to get help from a dev regarding my issues. No response. Devs should be ready to answer questions
the day their game comes out. Only thing left to do is leave a negative review.
. I'm not much of a tower defence player, but the quaint style of this game got me interested. However this is not for the faint
hearted, one the easiest setting I struggled my way through the game and was unable to finish all the special missions.

The level design and gameplay is great, I throughly enjoyed it. The story is interesting and what seems obvious at first turns out
not to be so obvious. The voice acting is a little off-kilter but quirkishly amusing.
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Got it today on sale and the only thing i regret is that i didnt get it sooner. 5 hours on record at the time of writing and so far im
loving it. Theres a survival mode for when your in queue so your not just standing and waiting and it makes the time go by much
faster, that said i dont think ive waited all that long either way. Matchmaking isnt great, but this is a vr playerbase so you cant
expect much. Spells seem to take a while to unlock so pick wisely.

Overall a great game that is a must have for vr even if you cant get it on sale. Great little puzzle game, fun, intersting concept.
Well thought out. Highly recommended.. The game looks nice visually, however, the gameplay in combination with the menu
screens, music, and sound effects almost seem incomplete. The game feels like it should still be in early access. The multiplayer
feels tacked on, but at least is a nice addition. The game has potential, but I would not recommend it at this time. I would want
to see more updates and fixes to the game in terms of it's polish. The game feels like Diddy Kong Racing, but suffers without a
story explaning why there is a hub world (and the lack of a menu screen to select levels). At $12.99, I would not recommend this
title sadly.. When this game was announced I looked forward to it every day! and was excited as the days passed by till the
release day before it was released on steam.

As I fell in love with the story and it tore my heart to pieces with the events taking place in the story line. The only ending I will
say that I prefer is with Tian Xi;; the others I cried for a few days. There is a bonus ending which got my hopes up only to
shatter it and I cried more.

I love the soundtracks and the ending theme as well 'color my world', I played it roughly for six hours straight.

I do hope that Zeiva creates another wonderful visual novel such as this :). Doomed n Damned is an old school action platformer
which takes a great deal of its inspiration from ghosts n goblins.

Control: Control in this game is simple, but very responsive. You have a jump\/double jump, alongside an attack button. If you
press up + attack you use your sub weapon(like castlevania or ninja gaiden) It is simple but it works very well and I never ran
into a scenario where I was killed due to unresponsive controls.

Level design: When you load up the game you are greeted to a map, you start at the first level on the map and then the map
branches off into 3 paths. Each path has 3 levels and then the map converges at the end. The first level has 3 different exits and
each exit takes you to a different branching path. In order to beat the game you need to beat every level.

Level design in this game is very good. The levels are pretty long, and most levels have different paths you can take to get to the
end, the paths typically converge at the end but the different paths leave the player with room to explore and give you options on
how you want to tackle the levels.

There is also a nice variety of things to do in the levels, of course you have a few standard platformy levels, but you also get
levels that have you riding a horse drawn carriage, riding an elevator while avoiding spikes, running from a huge unkillable
monster and other things to keep it fresh.

The challenge in this game is just right. You have 3 lives to beat each level, if you die all your lives, its back to the beginning.
The game is not easy but it is not rage inducing hard either. You can't expect to beat every live on your first run but with a bit of
practice nothing is insurmountable.

Some levels end with a boss fight, the boss fights are probably the low point of the game for me. Some bosses have annoying
unskippable, pre fight dialogue. Not bad the first time you fight but after you die you have to watch the dialogue every time
which is incredibly frustrating. The bosses themselves range from fun to fight to incredibly stupid and boring, for the most part
they are okay but a handful of bosses almost put me to sleep while fighting them.

Overall, this is a very fun game, it took me 3 hrs to finish and for it's current price I feel you will get your moneys worth. If you
are into retro games give this game a shot, the level design, control, and challenge are all just right.. This is a game, that while I
enjoy it conceptually, and the first two songs, I find that I can't recommend it to anyone except experienced pianists (or
keyboardists). With there only being the seven songs, four in story and three in arcade, the difficulty after the first song is
absolutely brutal to the point where as an amateur, although experienced with other music games, I find that I can't complete
more than the first two songs of the story, and the first in arcade. The second of the three arcade songs is particularly ludicrous
for anyone starting out (and I haven't even tried checking the third)
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In regards to the difficulty of the 'haunting' of the songs being procedurally generated, I can't really say that I experienced it at
all, as the experience was all but identical for about 80% of the playthrough, with the alternate effects I was struck with making
it either easier by having the harder effects for that song coming early, or impossible by having certain ones happening in
difficulty stretches. However I would not say it was one way or another from my playing to that point.

With the effects themselves, there is one particular mechanic which makes the game unplayable in my opinion, where you
successfully play a note, however an echo of the note you have to play remains and then plummits off the board, causing you to
'miss' which both breaks your combos and pushes you towards a loss. Having this happen mutliple times in a row, particularly
when you're trying to rebuild concentration after a tough section can easily wipe you.. The game can be hard sometimes but
definitely not annoying.
Serves the most basic purpose of a game, it is fun to play.
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